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           Abstract 
This paper presents some extensions of two main problems of nonlinear compositional 
convection in horizontal mushy layers during the solidification of binary alloys that were 
recently investigated by the author (Riahi2002, 2004).  Under a near-eutectic 
approximation and the limit of large far-field temperature, we determine a number of 
two- and three-dimensional weakly nonlinear solutions, and the stability of these 
solutions with respect to arbitrary three-dimensional disturbances is then investigated.   
First, the problem of the oscillatory modes of convection, which was investigated 
recently in the absence of the main permeability parameter K1 (Riahi2002), is extended to 
include the effects of K1, over a range of values of the other parameters, for both two- and 
three-dimensional motion.  It was found, in particular, that the results reported in Riahi 
(2002) are recovered if K1 is zero or sufficiently small.  In such case two-dimensional 
solutions in the form of simple-travelling rolls are mostly the only stable and preferred 
solutions.  However, as in the more realistic cases, if K1 is not sufficiently small, then 
such solutions are replaced by preferred and stable three-dimensional solutions, which are 
mostly simple travelling waves in the form of rectangles, squares or hexagons.  Next, we 
revisit the problem of mixed oscillatory and steady modes of convection (Riahi2004), 
where some results appeared to be sensitive with respect to the approximated value 3.14 
of π used in the numerical calculation. Here we find some updated results, which are 
based on a more accurate value of 3.141592654 for π, plus some additional new results.  
In particular, we find a preferred and stable mixed standing and steady modes of 
hexagonal solution over a relatively wide range of the parameter values whose properties 
are now appeared to be in much better agreement with the available experimental results 
(Tait et al.1992).    
 
1. Introduction  
     Recently Riahi (2002), hereafter referred to as R02, extended the linear work by 
Anderson and Worster (1996) to some extend by studying the problem of nonlinear 
compositional convection in horizontal mushy layers during the solidification of binary 
alloys.  He analyzed the oscillatory modes of convection in particular range of the 
parameter values where the critical value Rc(o) of the scaled Rayleigh number R for the 
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onset of oscillatory convection is distinctly lower than the critical value Rc(s) of R for the 
onset of steady convection.  His results indicated preference of supercritical simple 
travelling rolls over most of the studied range of the parameter values, while supercritical 
standing rolls could be preferred only over a rather small range of the parameter values.  
His detailed nonlinear study of the oscillatory modes of convection in mushy layers 
complemented to some extent the previous nonlinear studies of the stationary convection 
in mushy layers (Amberg and Homsy1993; Anderson and Worster1995).  However, due 
to the complexity of the oscillatory problem, R02 considered a simplifying assumption by 
assuming that the main permeability problem K1 is of order the perturbation amplitude ε 
(ε<<1). As a result of this restriction, the effects of K1 did not enter the weakly nonlinear 
results reported in R02.  
  
     More recently Riahi (2004), hereafter referred to as R04, considered a particular 
range of parameters for nonlinear convection in horizontal mushy layers where Rc(o) and 
Rc(s) were close to each other, and he developed and analyzed a nonlinear theory in such a 
parameter regime which takes into account those mixed oscillatory and steady modes of 
convection with common wave number vectors.  The motivation and justification for the 
that investigation was due to the realization that, under the already established relevant 
scaling (Anderson and Worster1995, 1996), the linear system of the problem in particular 
range of the parameter values exhibits both oscillatory and steady modes of convection at 
very close values of Rc(o) and Rc(s).  Such particular range of the parameter values turned 
out to be of order to that of the available experimental results (Tait et al.1992).  Hence, to 
determine the analytical results, which could be applicable to such range of the parameter 
values and, in particular, could be compared with the available experimental results (Tait 
et al.1992) with some confidence, such a nonlinear theory for the mixed modes of 
oscillatory and steady convection was needed to be developed and analyzed. 
 
 In R02 and R04 analytical expressions for the weakly nonlinear solutions to the 
problem together with their stability, using perturbation and stability analysis, were 
determined, and the results were calculated from those analytical expressions, which 
involved π number, and using the value 3.14 forπ.  However, very recently it was found 
that more exact value of π will be needed to provide with more accuracy the details of 
some results, which correspond to a small range of values of the linear frequency in a 
small but particular range of values for a composite parameter Gt, to be defined later in 
the section 3.  A short note that calculates the results based on a more exact value of π 
and provides the details of those results, which depended significantly on more exact 
value of π, was already added online to the supplementary materials for R02 since the 
main qualitative results reported in R02 remained unchanged.  However, in regard to the 
results reported in R04, some of those results and specially the stability results at local 
values of the parameters were depended sensitively on the accurate value of π and 
providing a note for the results and the associated figures, based on the sufficiently 
accurate value of π, as a supplemental material online for the later paper was found to be 
not appropriate. 
 
 In the present paper we first extend the work in R02 by including the important 
effects of K1 in the analysis and found interesting results.  In particular, we found that in 
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contrast to the results reported in R02, which were effectively valid for zero value of K1, 
and depending on the parameter values three-dimensional supercritical solutions in the 
form of oscillatory rectangles, squares or hexagons can be the preferred and stable form 
of the compositional convection in a mushy layer.  We also calculated the results for the 
mixed mode cases (R04) based on the sufficiently accurate value of π.  We report here 
some new results not reported in R02, such as those for the nonlinear frequency ω11, and 
some updated figures and results calculated based on the sufficiently accurate π-value of 
those already reported in R04 for π=3.14.  We find some interesting results.  In particular, 
we find that the preferred mixed solution in the form of standing hexagons-steady 
hexagons has now much better agreement with the available experimental results (Tait et 
al.1992) than the one reported in R04 based on the calculation with π=3.14. 
        
 The preferred solutions that we referred to earlier in the previous paragraphs, 
were based on the assumption of the type adopted before by Busse (1975) that the 
solution, which exists at the lowest value of the control parameter R, is the physically 
preferred solution.  This assumption can follow from the stability results (Busse1967; 
Riahi1983).  In the present paper we follow Busse (1975) and, in addition, carry out 
stability analysis of the finite-amplitude solutions to determine the preferred and stable 
solutions. 
 
    The following two sections 2-3 deal with the governing system and the finite-
amplitude and stability analyses.  The results and discussion for the solutions and stability 
of the oscillatory and mixed modes are presented, respectively in sections 4 and 5, which 
are followed by conclusion in section 6. 
 
2. Governing system 
     We consider a binary alloy melt that is cooled from below and is solidified at a 
constant speed V0.  Following Amberg and Homsy (1993) and Anderson and Worster 
(1995), we consider a horizontal mushy layer of thickness d adjacent and above the 
solidification front to be physically isolated from the overlying liquid and underlying 
solid zones.  The overlying liquid is assumed to have a composition C0>Ce and 
temperature T∞ >TL(C0) far above the mushy layer, where Ce is the eutectic composition, 
TL(C ) is the liquidus temperature of the alloy and C is the composition.  It is then 
assumed that the horizontal mushy layer is bounded from above and below by rigid and 
isothermal boundaries.  We consider the solidification system in a moving frame of 
reference oxy z , whose origin lies on the solidification front and translating at the speed V0 
with the solidification front in the positive z-direction.  The reader is referred to R02 for 
the motivation and justification in using the Amberg and Homsy (1993) type of model for 
the present study. 
 
     The equations for Darcy-momentum, continuity, heat and solute for the flow in 
the mushy layer in the already described moving frame are non-dimensionalized by using 
V0, k/V0, k/V02, β∆Cρgk/V0, ∆C and ∆T as scales for velocity, length, time, pressure, 
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solute and temperature, respectively.  Here k is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is a reference 
(constant) density, β=β*-Γα*, where α* and β* are the expansion coefficients for the heat 
and solute, respectively, and Γ is the slope of the liquidus, which is assumed to be a 
constant, ∆C=C0–Ce, ∆T=TL(C0)-Te and Te is the eutectic temperature.  The non-
dimensional form of the equations for Darcy-momentum, continuity, temperature and 
solute concentration in the mushy layer are then 
 
     K(φ) u =- ∇P-Rθz,                     (1a) 
               ∇.u=0,          (1b) 
   (∂/∂t - ∂/∂z )(θ - St φ)+u.∇θ  =∇2 θ,         (1c)  
   (∂/∂ t - ∂/∂ z)[(1-φ)θ +Cr φ]+u.∇θ  =0,        (1d) 
where u =ux+v y+wz is the volume flux per unit area, u and v are the horizontal 
components of u in the x– and y -directions, respectively, x and y are unit vectors in the 
positive x- and y -directions, w is the vertical component of u in the z-direction, z is a unit 
vector in the positive z-direction, P is the modified pressure, θ is the non-dimensional 
form of either composition or temperature as shown in R02, t  is the time variable, φ is the 
local solid fraction, R =β∆CgΠ(0)/(V0ν) is the Rayleigh number, Π(0) is reference value 
at φ=0 of the permeability Π(φ) of the porous medium, ν is the kinematic viscosity, g is 
acceleration due to gravity, K(φ )≡Π(0)/Π(φ), St =L/(CL ∆T) is the Stefan number, CL is 
the specific heat per unit volume, L is the latent heat of solidification per unit volume, Cr 
=(Cs –C0 )/∆C is a concentration ratio, and Cs is the composition of the solid-phase 
forming the dendrites.  Equation (1d) is based on the limit of sufficiently large value of 
the Lewis number k/ks, where ks is the solute diffusivity.  The above equations are subject 
to the following boundary conditions: 
 
   θ+1= w =0 at     z= 0,          (1e) 
   θ = w = φ =0 at   z = δ,           (1f) 
where δ=dV0 /k is a growth Peclet number representing the dimensionless depth of the 
layer.  
 
     Next, we consider the following rescaling in the limit of sufficiently small δ: 
   Cr =C/δ, St =S/δ, ε<<δ<<1,          (2a) 
   (x, y , z )=δ(x, y, z), t =δ2t, R2=δR,         (2b) 
(θ, φ, u, P)=(θB, φB, 0, PB) +ε[θ(x, y, z, t), φ(x, y, z, t), (R/δ)u(x, y, z, t),RP(x, y, z, t)],  (2c) 
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where C and S are order-one quantities as δ→0, ε is small perturbation amplitude, and the 
quantities with subscript ‘B’ are the basic flow variables for the motionless state, which 
are a function of z only and are given below in terms of asymptotic expansions for small 
δ 
 
    θB =(z-1)+δ(z-z2)G/2+...,                                             (3a)  
        φB =δ(1-z)/C+δ2[-(1-z)2/C2+(z2 –z)G/(2C)]+...,       (3b) 
              PB=P0+R[(z-z2/2)+δ(z2/2-z3/3)G/2+...],       (3c) 
where G ≡1+S/C and P0 is a constant.  Since φ is small, the following expansion for K(φ) 
is considered  
 
                       K(φ)=1+K1φ +K2 φ 2 +...,           (4) 
where K1 and K2 are constants. 
 
     For the analysis presented in the next section, it was found to be convenient to use 
the general representation  
 
                 u=ΩV+EΨ, Ω≡∇×∇×z, E≡∇×z,          (5) 
for the divergent-free vector field u (Chandrasekhar1961), where V and Ψ are the 
poloidal and toroidal functions for u, respectively.  By taking the vertical component of 
the curl of (1a), it can be shown that the toroidal part EΨ of u must vanish.  Taking the 
vertical component of the double curl of (1a) and using (1b) and (5) in (1), we find the 
final version of the governing system  
 
∇2[K(φB+εφ)∆2V]+(∂/∂z)[ΩV.∇K(φB+εφ)]-R∆2θ=0,          (6a) 
(∂/∂t-δ∂/∂z)(-θ+Sφ/δ)+R (dθB/dz)∆2V+∇2θ=εRΩV.∇θ,         (6b)  
(∂/∂t-δ∂/∂z)[(-1+φB)θ+θBφ+εφθ−Cφ/δ]+R (dθB/dz)∆2V=εRΩV.∇θ,        (6c) 
   θ=V=0  at z=0,          (6d)    
   θ=V=φ =0 at z=1,                    (6e) 
where 
   ∆2≡ ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2. 
3. Analysis  
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  Similar to the analyses presented in R02 and R04, we first carry out a weakly 
nonlinear analysis, based on a double-series expansions in powers of δ and ε, to 
determine the finite-amplitude oscillatory and mixed solutions and then investigate the 
stability of such solutions.  Because of the similarity of the present analysis with the 
corresponding ones in R02 and R04, we make the description of the analysis here as short 
as possible and at the same time make the presentation somewhat self-explanatory to the 
reader.  As in the finite-amplitude analysis carried out in R02, we first make a formal 
asymptotic expansion in ε and then at each order in ε make a formal asymptotic 
expansion in δ.  Since we investigate both steady and oscillatory modes of convection, 
the following expansions are for the dependent variables of the perturbation system (1), R 
and the frequency ω for the oscillatory modes of convection: 
 
(V, θ, φ, R, ω)=[(V00+δV01+....), (θ00+δθ01+....), (φ00+δφ01+....), (R00+δR01+....), 
(ω00+δω01+....)]+ε[(V10+δV11+....), (θ10+δθ11+....), (φ10+δφ11+....), (R10+δR11+....), (ω10  
+δω11+....)]+ ε2[(V20+δV21+...), (θ20+δθ21+...), (φ2(-1) /δ+φ20+δφ21+...), (R20+δR21+...), (ω20  
+δω21+...)]+....                                                 (7)  
     The analyses for the oscillatory and mixed modes were already done in R02 and 
R04, respectively.  Hence, no details will be provided here and, instead, the main 
procedure and results of the analysis are given briefly for the oscillatory and steady 
modes, where the wave number vectors of the oscillatory modes are assumed to be those 
of the mixed modes.  
 
     We consider first the oscillatory modes for the linear problem.  At order 1/δ we 
find ω00=0.  At order δ0 we find 
 
             V00(o) ={[π2+(a(o))2]/[R00(o)(a(o))2G]}sin(πz)∑mN =-N (Am+ ηm++ Am- ηm-),            (8a) 
                               θ00(o) = - sin(πz)∑m N=-N (Am+ηm++ Am- ηm-),        (8b)  
       φ00(o) =∑m N=-N [fm(z)Am+ηm++ fm*(z)Am-ηm-],                   (8c) 
where  
                    ηm± ≡exp[i(am.r ± Smω01t)],           (8d)           
            R00(o) =[(π2+a2)2/(a2G]]0. 5,                                           (8e) 
fm(z)={- 2π3/[CG(π2 -ω012)]}{i ω01Sm/π)sin( πz)+cos( πz)+exp[i ω01Sm(z-1)]}       (8f) 
and 
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             Sm=1 for m>0 and –1 for m<0.                    (8g) 
Here the quantities with a superscript ‘o’ represent those for the oscillatory modes, i is the 
pure imaginary number (i≡√-1), subscript ‘m’ takes only non-zero integer values from -N 
to N, N is a positive integer, r is the position vector, and the horizontal wave number 
vectors am satisfy the properties 
 
   am .z =0, |am |=a, a -m = -am.                                  (9) 
     The coefficients Am+ and Am- satisfy the conditions 
                               ∑m N= -N (|Am+|2 +|Am-|2)=2, Am± *=A-m± ,                                             (10) 
 
 where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate.  Minimizing the expression for R00(o) 
, given in (5d), with respect to the wave number a, we find 
 
    R00c(o)=2π /√G, ac=π.                     (11) 
     We now consider the steady modes for the linear problem.  At the lowest order δ0 
we find 
 
V00(s)=[1/(π√G)]sin(πz)∑n N= -N  (An ηn),                          (12a) 
               θ00(s)=-sin(πz)∑n N= -N (Anηn),      (12b) 
                                          φ00(s)=[-2π/(CG)][1+cos(πz)]∑nN = -N (Anηn),                       (12c) 
               R00(s)=[(π2+a2)2/(a2G)]0. 5,                                        (12d) 
where 
      ηn≡exp(ian.r).                  (12e) 
Here the quantities with a superscript ‘s’ represent those for the stationary modes, 
subscript ‘n’ takes only non-zero integer values from –N to N, N is a positive integer, and 
the coefficients An satisfy the conditions 
 
                                                     ∑n N= -N |An|2=1, An*=A -n.                               (13) 
Minimizing the expression for R00(s), given in (9d), with respect to the wave number a, we 
find the same results as in the case of the oscillatory modes, which are given in (11). 
 
      It turns out that for all the values of the parameters where the oscillatory modes 
exist based on the present formulation, the critical values Rc(o) and Rc(s) of R at the onset 
of motion for the oscillatory and steady modes, respectively, which were derived in R04 
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using (11) and the solvability conditions at order δ for the oscillatory and steady systems, 
always satisfy the condition 
  
    Rc(o)<Rc(s),           (14)  
and the difference (Rc(s)-Rc(o)) is small and decreases with decreasing Gt≡(G-1)/(CG2).  
The minimum value of Gt for which oscillatory mode exist, is 0.5 (Anderson and 
Worster1995).  Hence, in the limit of sufficiently small Gt, we superimpose the steady 
solution on the most critical oscillatory solution in the order δ0, which yield the following 
mixed solution 
 
                        (V00, θ00, φ00)=[V00(o), θ00(o), φ00(o)]+B[V00(s), θ00(s), φ00(s)],       (15) 
where B is an arbitrary constant.  To investigate the convection due to oscillatory modes 
alone, we set B≡0 in (17).  
    
     Next, the nonlinear problem for the governing system (6) at order ε is analyzed.  
At order ε/δ, we find ω10 =0.  At order ε the system (6a)-(6e) can be reduced to the form 
given by (A1) in the Appendix for the oscillatory convection case and by (A1) in R04 for 
the mixed convection case.  Following the same reasoning given in R02, the solvability 
conditions for the nonlinear system (A1) for oscillatory case yield R10=0, while those for 
the system at order εδ also yield R11 =ω10=0.  The solvability conditions for the mixed 
system at order ε yield two sets of equations, which are reduced to those given by (A2a) 
and (A2b) in R04.  In these equations an angular bracket indicates the average over the 
layer.  There are two major new of mixed solutions for which R10 is non-zero and can 
represent one class of subcritical convection cases, where εR10 <0, and one class of 
supercritical convection cases, where εR10 >0.   
 
      The types of solutions that can be realized or be preferred by the nonlinear system 
are described here briefly as follows. The simple traveling form of oscillatory solutions or 
component of the mixed solutions can be in the form of either right-travelling mode, 
where the phase velocity of the mode is in the direction of the component of the mode’s 
wave vector along r, or in the form of left-travelling mode where the phase velocity of 
the mode is in the direction opposite to that of the component of the mode’s wave vector 
along r.  Since identical nonlinear results are obtained for either left- or right-travelling 
modes, the analysis in this paper for the case of simple traveling modes is presented only 
in the form of right-travelling modes.  For the right-travelling-steady mixed solutions in 
the so-called ‘semi-regular’ case, in which scalar product between any one of the a-
vectors and its two neighbouring a-vectors assumes the constant values α1 and α2 (Busse 
1967; R02), we have 
 
|A1+|=...=|AN+|=0, |A1-|2=...=|AN-|2=1/N,                                       (16a) 
and            
     |A1|2=...=|AN|2=1/(2N),                  (16b) 
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while only (16a) holds for case of right-travelling form of the oscillatory solutions.  For 
the case of regular solutions, we have α1= α2.  For the oscillatory solutions or component 
of the mixed solutions in the form of standing waves, we have An+=An- for every n.  For 
the standing wave-steady mixed solutions, we have (16b) and 
 
                     |A1± |2=...=|AN± |2=1/(2N),                                                  (16c) 
while only (16c) holds for the oscillatory solutions in the form of standing waves.  For 
the oscillatory solutions or component of the mixed solutions in the form of general 
travelling waves of the types introduced in R02 and in the semi-regular case, we have 
(16b) and 
 
                   A1+=...=AN+=[(0.5-b)/N]0. 5, A1-=...=AN-=[(0.5+b)/N]0. 5,                             (16d) 
while only (16d) holds for the semi-regular oscillatory solutions in the form of general 
traveling waves.  The constant b in (16d), which is restricted in the range 
 
    |b|<0.5          (16d) 
(R02), is the parameter for the general traveling wave, whose specific value in the range 
(16d) provides particular general travelling wave solutions or component of the mixed   
solutions.  As explained in R04, the coefficient R10 is non-zero only for the solutions in 
the form of hexagons. The mixed hexagonal solutions with the oscillatory components in 
the form of simple-travelling wave, standing wave and general-travelling wave were 
called in R04 as solutions numbers 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  
  
     The system of equations and boundary conditions at order ε are already given in 
R04 for the mixed case and by (A1) in the Appendix for the oscillatory case.  The 
expressions for the solutions V10, θ10 and φ10 of this system, which will be needed for the 
analysis of the governing system at O(ε2), are given in the supplement to the online 
version of R04 for the mixed case, and they are given below for the oscillatory case 
 
(V10, θ10)=∑l,p N= -N[(Blp(o), Elp(o))(Al+Ap+ηl+ηp++Al-Ap+ηl- ηp+)+(Blp(o)*, Elp(o)*)(Al+Ap- ηl+ηp-
+Al-Ap- ηl- ηp-)],            (17a) 
φ10=∑l,p N= -N[flp(11)Al+Ap+ηl+ηp++flp(12)Al+Ap-ηl+ηp-+flp(21)Al-Ap+ηl- ηp++flp(22)Al-Ap- ηl- ηp-] + 
∑ mN= -N(fm+Am+ηm++fm-Am- ηm-+gm+Am+ηm+ +gm-Am- ηm-),                             (17b) 
where the expressions for the coefficients Blp(o), Elp(o), flp(ij )(i,j=0, 1, 2), fm+, fm-, gm+and gm-
, which are generally functions of z, are given by (A3) and (A4) in the Appendix.  
 
     The solvability conditions for the system at order ε2/δ yield ω20=0 and trivial 
(zero) solutions follow for the dependent variables.  At order ε2 the system (6a)-(6e) can 
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be reduced to the form given in R04 for the mixed case, and for the oscillatory case they 
are reduced to the form given by (A4) in the Appendix.  The solvability conditions for 
this system yield to a system of equations, which are given in R04 for the mixed case, 
and for the oscillatory case is the one given by (A9) in the Appendix. The system (A9) 
for the oscillatory case contain integral expressions of the form <ηn± ηm± ηl± ηp±>, which 
differ from zero only if  
 
    an+am+al+ap=0             (18a) 
and 
             ±Sn±Sm±Sl±Sp=0        (18b) 
hold.  Using the conditions (18a)-(18b) in (A9), we find the following simplified 
equations: 
 
R20√G π(|An+|2+|An-|2)=∑m N= -N{[Tnm(o1)|An+|2|Am+|2+Tnm(o2)An-Am-A-n+A -m+ δ(Sn+Sm)+ 
Tnm(o3)|An-|2|Am+|2+Tnm(o4)An+Am-A -n-A -m+δ(Sn–Sm)+Tnm(o5)An-Am+A -n+A -m-δ(Sm–Sn)+ Tnm(o6) 
|An+|2|Am-|2+Tnm(o7)An+Am+A -n-A -m-δ(Sn+Sm)+Tnm(o8)|An-|2|Am-|2]},  
(n= -N, ..., -1, 1, ..., N),                         (19a) 
where 
    δ(a)=1  for  a=0  and  0  for  a≠0,       (19b) 
and the expressions for Tnm(oi)(i=1, ..., 8) are given, respectively, by (A6a)-(A6h) in the 
Appendix.  The expressions for Tnm(oi) turn out to satisfy the symmetry conditions of the 
form 
 
                                Tnm(oi)=Tmn(oi) (i=1, ..., 8).                                                  (19c)  
     Since the simplest types of solutions are often observed in the applications, we 
restrict our attention to the simplest types of oscillatory or mixed solutions, which are 
either regular or semi-regular.  As presented in R04, for the mixed case the solvability 
conditions at order ε2 provide equations, which, in particular, contain R20 and ω11, where 
the nonlinear frequency ω11 turns out to be non-zero only for the mixed solutions in the 
form of hexagons (R04).  Simple form of regular and mixed types of solutions 
correspond to the cases of two-dimensional oscillatory rolls-steady rolls (N=1), 
oscillatory squares-steady squares (N=2) and oscillatory hexagons-steady hexagons 
(N=3), while those for a semi-regular and mixed types of solution correspond to the cases 
with different values of angle γ of oscillatory rectangles-steady rectangles (N=2).  Here, γ 
(0<γ<90°) or 180° -γ is the angle between any two adjacent wave number vectors of a 
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rectangular cell for a particular solution in the form of rectangles.  Likewise, simple 
forms of regular and semi-regular oscillatory types of solutions correspond to rolls, 
squares, rectangles and hexagons.  In R04 the mixed solutions with the oscillatory 
components in the forms of simple-travelling rolls, standing rolls, general-travelling rolls, 
simple-traveling rectangles, standing rectangles, general-travelling rectangles, simple-
travelling squares, standing squares and general-travelling squares are designated as 
solutions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. 
      
    To distinguish the physically realizable finite-amplitude solutions among all the 
possible oscillatory or mixed solutions, the stability of V, θ, φ with respect to arbitrary 
three-dimensional disturbances Vd, θd, φd is investigated.  The time-dependent 
disturbances can be assumed in the form 
  
(Vd,θd,φd)=[V′(x, y, z, t), θ′(x, y, z, t), φ′(x, y, z, t)]exp(σt),         (20) 
where σ is the growth rate of the disturbances.  When the governing equations and the 
boundary conditions of the form (6a)-(6e) for the finite-amplitude flow are subtracted 
from the corresponding equations and boundary conditions for the total dependent 
variables for the finite-amplitude flow and the disturbance quantities, and the resulting 
system is linearized with respect to the disturbance quantities, we obtain the stability 
system, which is given by (A7a)-(A7e) in Appendix. 
 
     When the expansion (7) is used in (A7a)-(A7e), it becomes evident that the 
stability system can be solved by a similar expansion 
 
(V′, θ′, φ′, ω′, σ)=[(V′00+δV′01+...), (θ′00+δθ′01+...), (φ′00+δφ′01+...), (ω′00+δω′01+...), 
(σ00+δσ01+...) ]+ε[(V′10  +δV′11+...), (θ′10+δθ′11+...), (φ′10+δφ′11+...), (ω′10+δω′11+...), 
(σ10+δσ11+...) ]+ε2[(V′20+δV′21+...), (θ′20+ δθ′21+...), (φ′2(-1) /δ+φ′20+δφ′21+...), (ω′20+δω′21 
+...), (σ20+δσ21+...) ]+...,             (21) 
 
where the expansion for φ′ is singular at order ε2 as δ→0, but again as in the cases in  
R02 and R04, the O(1/δ) term is needed in the stability analysis since the O(ε2) stability 
problem is found to be forced by a term of order 1/δ in the solute equation for the 
disturbances.  Following the assumptions and procedures described in R02 for the 
oscillatory disturbances and in R04 for the mixed disturbances, we find the most critical 
disturbances, which have the maximum growth rate, are characterized by σ0=0, where 
 
    σ0=σ00+δσ01+... 
Then the linear and nonlinear solutions for the dependent variables of the disturbances at 
order δ0 and ε are found, where the lengthy solvability conditions for the disturbance 
system at order ε determines σ10 for the mixed case, which is discussed in R04, and for 
the oscillatory case, the analysis similar to that in R03 yield σ10=0.  Next, we applied the 
very lengthy solvability conditions for (A7a)-(A7e) at order ε2 , which will not be given 
here, to determine σ20.  The leading order growth rate σ*=εσ10+ε2σ20  of the disturbances 
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acting on the finite-amplitude oscillatory or mixed motion can then be determined from 
these systems following the method of approach due to Busse (1967), which is now a 
standard stability procedure.  
 
4. Results and discussion for oscillatory case  
        4.1. Linear problem 
     The linear system with its eigenvalue problem for oscillatory and modes, which 
led to the results (8)-(11), are in general, functions of the physical parameters C, S and 
K1.  Although the scaled Stefan number S and the scaled compositional ratio C were 
represented earlier partly in terms of the composite parameters G and Gt for the 
simplicity in formulation, we are interested in this section to present and discuss the 
results for the oscillatory case instead in terms of the already referred physical 
parameters.  It should also be noted that in typical experiments with ammonium chloride-
water solutions, like those of Tait et al. (1992), the values of the scaled concentration 
ratio and the scaled Stefan number are about C≈20δ and S ≈5δ, so that for a sufficiently 
thin mushy layer, the results presented in this section, which are for the range of values 
0.0355≤C≤0.2461 and S=0.25C, could at least be qualitatively relevant.  The linear 
results were already presented in Anderson and Worster (1996) and in R02 (see also 
online supplementary materials to R02) mainly in terms of the composite parameters G 
and Gt.  Here we briefly present the linear results in terms of the physical parameters.  
The frequency ω01 of the oscillatory solutions does not depend on K1.  For S=0.25C, ω01 
increases with C.  It has a higher rate of increase with C at higher values of C.  The 
critical value Rc(o) of the scaled Rayleigh number increases with K1, but it decreases with 
increasing C.  Since S represents a measure of the latent heat relative to the heat content 
and C represents a measure of the difference between the characteristic compositions of 
the solid and liquid phases and the compositional variation of the liquid, then the linear 
system is stabilized as C increases for a given S, or as S decreases, for a given C.  Since 
S=0.25C in the present calculation, the effect of the Stefan number dominates over that of 
the composition ratio and the flow is destabilizing as C increases.  The stabilizing effect 
on the linear system when K1 increases, is consistent with the physical role played by K1 
since the permeability of the mushy layer decreases with increasing K1. 
 
    4.2. Nonlinear problem 
     Important quantity due to the nonlinear oscillatory effects is the coefficients R20, 
which is calculated in the present study.  Since R10 =0 for the oscillatory case, then it can 
be seen from the expansions (7) that R20 represents leading contributions to the change in 
R required to obtain finite amplitude ε for a nonlinear solution.  In terms of these 
coefficients the amplitude of convection is of order 
 
    |ε|=[(R-Rc(o) )/R20]0. 5 .                                           (22) 
It should also be noted that for a given value of R>Rc(o), which corresponds to the 
supercritical convection state, the expression (22) for |ε| is maximum, among all the 
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solutions of the nonlinear problem, only if R20 has the smallest positive value for 
particular solution, and in this sense such particular solution is referred to as the preferred 
solution in this paper.  The sign of R20 determines whether the oscillatory solution exists 
for values of R above or below Rc(o).  For R20<0, which corresponds to the subcritical 
convection state, R<Rc and |ε| decreases with increasing R, which corresponds to an 
unstable state as our stability analysis actually indicated.  In the present problem the 
coefficient R20 is due to the nonlinear convective terms in the temperature equation and 
the nonlinear interactions between the flow velocity and the non-uniform and nonlinear 
permeability associated with the perturbation to the basic state solid fraction. 
  
Oscillatory hexagons      
     We begin the presentation of the results and the corresponding discussion for the 
cases of oscillatory solutions in the form of hexagons because of the available 
experimental observation of such flow pattern (Tait et al.1992). The coefficient R20 for 
the solutions in the form of simple travelling hexagons, standing hexagons and general 
travelling hexagons, were computed for S=0.25C and various values of C, K1 and K2.  
The sign of R20 determines whether the oscillatory solution exists for values of R above 
or below Rc(o).  Here we are interested to study the preferred oscillatory hexagonal type of 
solutions, which, as to be presented later in this section, turn out to be stable, for 
particular range of values of the parameters, and correspond to the relatively lowest 
values of R.  These types of oscillatory solutions should correspond to the smallest values 
of R20>0.  We calculated the values of R20 for the oscillatory solutions for S=0.25C but 
for different values of C, K1 and K2, where the experimentally relevant range of S and C 
referred to earlier in this section could be covered.  In all the calculations that we carried 
out, we found that simple-travelling hexagons have mostly smaller values of R20 as 
compared with other types of hexagonal solutions, the value of R20 increases with K2, and 
the value of positive R20 often decreases with increasing K1 or decreasing C and 
eventually R20 becomes negative.  When the coefficient R20 just changes sign for 
particular values of the parameters, there is neighboring points in parameter space where 
such coefficient is positive but has very small magnitude and, thus, the corresponding 
solution is often preferred.  Our generated data for R20 for the above stated three types of 
solutions and for different parameter values indicate that the effect of K2 is generally 
stabilizing in the sense that the value of R20 increases with K2, and its values for the 
solutions in the form of standing hexagons and general-travelling hexagons only few 
times, which depend on the parameter values, can become smaller than the one for 
simple-travelling hexagons, but simple-travelling hexagons are mostly preferred as 
compared with the later two types of solution especially at lower values K1.  Some typical 
results about the effects of C and K1 are presented in Figure 1 for R20 of the simple-
travelling hexagonal solution for S=0.25C, K2=0 and for several values of K1.  As can be 
seen from this figure, there is a sizable in C where the stabilizing effect of C dominates 
over the destabilizing effect of S, while there is only a small range in C where S 
dominates over C.  The permeability parameter K1 is destabilizing in the most of the 
range in C and stabilizing elsewhere.   
  
    The present investigation is restricted to the range K1<0.1 and K2 <0.1 since for 
value of each of these parameters beyond this range, the order of magnitude of the 
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coefficient R20 increases rapidly with either K1 or K2 becoming much larger than unity by 
about at least 3 orders of magnitude, so that the modeling assumption of the type (7), 
which assumes that the coefficients, such as |R20|, in those double-expansions in powers 
of ε and δ be of order unity can no longer be justified. 
 
     We also examined the vertical distribution of solid fraction at different time and 
location in the horizontal direction for the preferred mixed solutions.  Our generated data, 
over most of the periodic domain in time, at centers and at the nodes of the preferred 
oscillatory solution in the form of preferred hexagons indicated useful information about 
magnitude and the sign of the perturbation to solid fraction at the nodes and at the centers 
of the cells.  Some typical results are presented in Figures 2 and 3 for the vertical 
distribution of the basic state (solid line) and total solid fraction at both a center (dashed 
line) and a node (dotted line) of a preferred standing hexagonal solution.  In these 
calculations δ=0.15, S=0.25C, C=0.1565, K1=0.085, K2=0.0, R20 =12.46, ω01=5.0 and the 
value ε is chosen to be the maximum value of |ε|=0.001 beyond which the solid fraction 
becomes negative.  This is based on the physical ground that the value of the perturbation 
to the solid fraction cannot be such that total solid fraction becomes negative.  It is seen 
from the figure 2, which is drawn at the beginning of the period of oscillation 2π/ω01, that 
there is mostly tendency for chimney formation at the node and solid dendrite formation 
at the center of the cell.   Figure 3, which is drawn at a time about half of the period of 
oscillation later, shows a complete opposite picture to that of the figure 2.  That is, the 
figure 3 shows that there is mostly tendency for channel formation at the center and solid 
dendrite formation at the node of the same cell.  This result may indicate a beneficial 
effect of the oscillatory mode to at least reduce the tendency for channel formation in the 
cell.   Similar to the discussion provided in R02 for the solid fraction due to the standing 
modes, the chimneys and the compositional strips are in the vertical direction since the 
phase speed of these modes is zero, but the vertical extent of the chimneys can vary 
depending on the variation of the solid-fraction perturbation with respect to time.  
However, in the case of a traveling wave type of solution, the chimneys and the 
compositional strips in a travelling wave state can be inclined because of the non-zero 
values of the phase speed of such a wave relative to the uniform upward speed if the 
mushy layer (Anderson and Worster 1996; R02).  
  
Oscillatory rolls   
Here again R20 is the important coefficient for the nonlinear effects for rolls, and 
the solutions can be in the form of simple travelling rolls, standing rolls or general 
travelling rolls.  The coefficient R20 was computed for various values of the parameters.  
As was the case for all the oscillatory solutions, the effect of K2 was found to be 
stabilizing in the sense that R20 increases with K2.  The effect of K1 on R20 was found to 
be mostly stabilizing in the sense that this coefficient mostly increase with increasing K1.  
In addition, it was found that the rate of increase of R20 with respect to K2 is much larger 
than the rate at which R20 increases with K1.  For the least stabilizing case where K2=0, 
the main results about the coefficient R20 are as follows.  For not too large value of C the 
coefficient R20 is generally positive and, thus, the flow due to rolls is supercritical.  For 
sufficiently small value of K1, the preferred solution is that due to simple-travelling rolls. 
For larger but not too large values of K1, the value of R20 for the simple-travelling rolls is 
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mostly smaller than those for the standing and general-travelling rolls, but standing rolls 
can have smaller value of R20 as compared with the other two types of rolls if C is 
sufficiently large.  For too large values of K1, general-travelling rolls have R20 mostly 
smaller than those for the other two types of rolls.  For non-zero values of K2, there is 
small range for larger values of C where standing rolls are preferred type of solutions if 
K1 =0 and are mostly preferred relative to only two other types of rolls in such a range of 
values for C if K1 is non-zero and not too small.  Some typical results for the oscillatory 
rolls in the form of simple-travelling, standing and a type of general-travelling waves 
(b=0.3) are given in Figure 4.  It can be seen from this figure that the destabilizing effect 
of S dominates over the stabilizing effect of C for the lower range of values of C, while 
the stabilizing effect of C dominates over the destabilizing effect of S for the upper range 
of values for C.  In addition, the simple-travelling rolls are preferred over the other two 
types of rolls in the lower range of values of C, general-travelling rolls become preferred 
over the other two rolls-types in a small intermediate range of values of C, and standing 
rolls are preferred over the other two types of rolls in an upper range of values of C.  
Comparing values of R20 for oscillatory rolls and hexagons for different values of the 
parameters that we have investigated so far, we find that oscillatory hexagons and 
particularly simple-travelling hexagons are preferred mostly over the oscillatory rolls if 
K1 is not too small.  As to be discussed later in this section, all the subcritical mixed 
solutions with R20<0 are found to be unstable and, therefore, such solutions are not 
preferred.   
 
Oscillatory rectangles 
     Here we consider oscillatory rectangular solutions, which include those sets of 
classes of solutions with γ≠90° and those oscillatory squares with γ=90°.  Again, as in the 
case of oscillatory rolls and hexagons, the important coefficient for the nonlinear effects 
is R20 for solutions in the form of simple-travelling rectangles, standing rectangles, 
general- travelling rectangles, simple-travelling squares, standing squares and general-
travelling squares.  The coefficient R20 for these solutions was computed for various 
values of the parameters.  The effect of K1 on the values of this coefficient for such 
solutions was found to be non-monotonic in the sense that the effect of this parameter can 
be either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the value of K1, so that the values of 
this coefficient can increase and then decrease, or vice versa, with increasing K1.  For the 
least stabilizing case where K2=0.0, the main results about R20 are as follows.  The 
coefficient R20 is mostly positive and, thus, the flows due to the rectangular solutions are 
mostly supercritical.  The effect of C on the value of R20 is generally non-monotonic in 
the sense that C has stabilizing or destabilizing effect in different range of values for C.  
The simple-travelling rectangles are mostly preferred as compared with the other types of 
oscillatory rectangles.  However, for moderate or large values of K1, there are few cases 
where either standing rectangles or general-travelling rectangles become preferred 
relative to other types of the oscillatory rectangles.  Some typical results about the 
dependence of R20 for the solutions in the form of simple-travelling squares on C and K1 
are given in Figure 5, where R20 is plotted versus C for S=0.25C, K2=0.0 and for several 
values of K1.  It can be seen from this figure that the stabilizing effect of C dominates 
over the destabilizing effect S over most of the investigated range of values of C, except 
in a small intermediate range of values of C where the destabilizing effect of S dominates 
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over the stabilizing effect of C.  The parameter K1 is destabilizing over most of the 
investigated range of values of C, except near the upper range of values of C where K1 is 
stabilizing.  The range of values in C for which such flow is subcritical is widened with 
increasing value of K1.  
  
     Figure 6 presents R20 of simple-travelling rectangles versus C for S=0.25C, K1 = 
0.045, K2=0.0 and for three different values of the angle γ.  It can be seen from this figure 
that γ is destabilizing, and the stabilizing effect of C dominates the destabilizing effect of 
S.  Also subcritical domain seems to be diminished with decreasing γ.  For the rectangular 
solution with γ=70°, where a subcritical domain is shown in the figure, there are values in   
in C at which R20 can be sufficiently small and positive leading to the preference of such 
solution.  Comparing the values of R20 for the least stable case and for different two- and 
three-dimensional oscillatory solutions that we investigated so far, we find that over most 
of the values of the parameters, simple-travelling rectangles and simple-travelling 
hexagons are mostly preferred over other types of solutions.  Some typical results are 
provided in Figure 7, which presents R20 for simple-travelling solutions in the form of 
rolls, rectangles with γ=70° and hexagons versus C for S=0.25C, K1=0.025 and K2=0.0.  
It can be seen from this figure that hexagons are the preferred pattern over most of the 
investigated range of values in C, while rectangles replace hexagons only for small 
intermediate range of values in C or if C is sufficiently small. 
        
  4.3. Stability of finite-amplitude oscillatory solutions  
     Following standard stability procedure (Busse1967), the systems for the growth 
rate σ* of the disturbances acting on the finite-amplitude mixed solutions have been 
simplified, and the expression for σ* has been computed for different types of solutions.  
In all the cases that have been investigated only supercritical oscillatory solutions in the 
form of rolls, rectangles and hexagons are found to be possibly stable in particular range 
of the values for the non-dimensional parameters. 
   
     For sufficiently small K1, supercritical simple-travelling rolls are stable over most 
of the domain of the values of C, while supercritical standing rolls are stable over a small 
domain of relatively large but not too large values of C.  The region of stable standing 
rolls widen somewhat with increasing the values of K2.  For not too small value of K1 and 
depending on the values of the parameters, supercritical simple-travelling hexagons or 
supercritical simple-travelling rectangles can mostly be stable and be preferred over the 
rest of the detected solutions. There are small regions in the parameter space where other 
three-dimensional supercritical solutions in the form of standing hexagons, general-
travelling hexagons, standing rectangles or general-travelling rectangles can be stable and 
be preferred over other types of solution.  No subcritical solution was found to be stable. 
                               
5. Results and discussion for mixed case 
 In this section we present some new or updated results for the problem studied in 
R04 for the case where a sufficiently accurate value of π with included 9 decimals (π= 
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3.141592654) is used in the present numerical calculations of the analytical expression, 
which were already determined in R04. 
 
 The calculated results in R04 were based on the approximate value of π=h≡3.14, 
where only two digits of the decimals for the value of π were taken into account.  
However, very recently it was found out that if the more exact value of π such as 
3.141592654 is used in the numerical evaluation of the analytical expressions, then the 
corresponding results remain essentially the same as those for π=h everywhere, except in 
the linear frequency range 2.60<|ω01|<3.60.  Since the equation for this frequency, which 
is given by (13b) in R02, has a removable singularity at |ω01|=π and is a function of the 
composite parameter Gt, the calculated values of Gt, for a given value of the frequency, 
turns out to become smaller than 0.5 if the approximate value of 3.14 is used for π in the 
equation for ω01 to evaluate numerically the value of Gt for a given value of the 
frequency.  However, if sufficiently exact value of π is used in the calculation, then it is 
found that the minimum value of Gt for which non-zero ω01 exists, is 0.5.  Hence, we 
recalculated the results provided in the section 4 of R04 by using the sufficiently exact 
value of π in the numerical evaluation of various analytical expressions that were  
provided in R04.  It should be noted that all the materials presented in the abstract, 
sections 1-3, appendix and reference section of R04 remain totally unchanged and are 
essentially independent with respect to the above stated accuracy of the value of π used in 
the numerical evaluations of the analytical expressions. This section provides briefly 
some updated results and the corresponding figures of those in R04, which were affected 
by the approximate value of π and, in addition, present some new results that were not 
reported in R04. 
 
 To present the updated and new results, we start from the section 4 in R04 and 
follow the materials in R04 page by page and we recommend that the reader follows the 
same section in R04 while reading the present section. 
  
 In the sub-section 4.1 of the section 4 in R04 the parts that need to be updated are 
the appropriate range of values for Gt and the figures 2 and 3.  For the present mixed-
mode study, we considered the range 0.5002≤ Gt≤0.534, which is appropriate for a 
sufficiently thin mushy layer.  Within this range of values for Gt, the critical values Rc(s) 
and Rc(o) are sufficiently close to one another that makes the mixed-mode analysis quite 
appropriate.  Figures 2 and 3 of R04 are reproduced here for a range slightly larger than 
this range of values for Gt, and they are labeled figures 8 and 9, respectively.  It can be 
seen from the figure 8 that in contrast to its previous version, the rate of change of the 
frequency with respect to Gt decreases with increasing Gt.  The values of the other 
parameters used to produce figure 9 are the same as those used before to produce its 
previous version.  For all the values of Gt shown in figure 9, [Rc(s)-Rc(o)] can be 
considered sufficiently small since its values are less than 1/150 of either Rc(s) or Rc(o).  
 
 In the sub-section 4.2 of the section 4 in R04, we start with the nonlinear problem 
due to oscillatory hexagons-steady hexagons.  The few parts that need updating are 
briefly as follows.  The new generated data for R10 and R20 indicates that the variation of 
|R10| with respect to Gt is, in general non-monotonic, and R20 can become negative for 
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larger values of K1.  Figure 5 of R04 is reproduced here under the label Figure 10, which 
presents Rn ≡(εR10 +ε2R20)/|ε| versus Gt for subcritical flow in the form of standing down-
hexagons-steady down-hexagons with G=1.25, ε=-0.001, K2=0.0 and for K1=0.0157, 
0.0251 and 0.0314.  Although it may be difficult to observe from the figure 10 at low 
value of K1, the inspection of the corresponding data indicate that the variation of Rn with 
respect to Gt is non-monotonic.  Using the same solution and the parameter values of 
figure 10, a new Figure 11 is produced here for the nonlinear frequency ω11 versus Gt.  
As can be seen from this figure, the order of magnitude of the nonlinear frequency can 
exceed 120. for K1=0.0314 for lower values of Gt.  Since ω11<0 (>0) for R10 >0(<0), the 
nonlinear effect for either standing down-hexagons-steady down-hexagons or standing 
up-hexagons-steady up-hexagons solutions is to reduce the period of oscillations of such 
solutions. 
  
 The present updated nonlinear investigated was found to be restricted to the 
range K1<0.1 and K2<0.05 since for values of either of these two parameters beyond its 
range of values, the magnitude of the coefficient R20 increases rapidly with either of these 
two parameters invalidating the perturbation-modeling assumption of the present study, 
which assumes that the coefficients, such as |R20|, in those double-expansions in powers 
of ε and δ be of order unity.  
  
Our newly generated data for the vertical distribution of solid fraction for the 
preferred solution in the form of standing hexagons-steady hexagons in the subcritical 
down-hexagonal state, indicated that the perturbation to the solid fraction at a node and 
center of the cells is, respectively, negative and positive over the whole domain of the 
mushy layer, while for the subcritical up-hexagonal state, the perturbation to the solid 
fraction at a note and center of the cells is positive and negative, respectively.  Typical 
results are provided in Figures 12 and 13, which reproduce those previous versions 
presented by the figures 6 and 7 in R04, but here are based on the updated value of 
Gt=0.502.  The values of the other parameters for figures 12 and 13 are the same as those 
in their previous versions.  It can be seen from the figure 12 that there is tendency for 
channel formation at the node and solid dendrite formation at the center all the way 
throughout the layer.  This result agrees with the available experimental observation (Tait 
et al.1992) for the down-hexagonal state and is a significant improvement over the 
corresponding result of the previous version given in R04 where only a partial agreement 
to the experimental observation was predicted.  Figure 13 shows that for up-hexagonal 
state, there is tendency for solid dendrite formation at the node and channel formation at 
the center, which contradicts the experimental observation for the channel formation. 
  
Next, we consider the nonlinear problem due to the oscillatory rolls-steady rolls.  
Our newly generated data in the range 0.5001≤ Gt ≤0.534 and for different values of the 
other parameters for such solutions provided results, which are given briefly as follows.  
Depending on the values of Gt and K1, different types of rolls solutions can be preferred 
relative to other solutions in the forms of rolls.  The coefficient R20 decreases with 
increasing K1.  For the least stable case (K2=0.0), mixed rolls are subcritical for K1>0.09.  
It should be noted that although steady rolls are found to have smaller R20 relative to 
mixed and oscillatory rolls for K1≤0.015, they are not preferred since their critical Rc(s) 
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value is slightly bigger than Rc(o) for Gt>0.5.  However, steady rolls are in a position to be 
competitive to other types of rolls, which may have small value of R20 >0, for the value of 
Gt >0.5 but very close to 0.5.  A replacement for the figure 8 of R04 is Figure 14, which 
presents the transition boundary between subcritical and supercritical regimes for 
standing rolls-steady rolls in the (Gt, K1)-plane with G=1.25 and three different values of 
K2.  The solution is supercritical in the region below the curve for given K2 in figure 14, 
and subcritical above.  The stabilizing effect of K2 where the supercritical domain is 
enhanced by increasing the value of K2, can be seen in this figure.  
 
For the nonlinear problem due to the oscillatory rectangles-steady rectangles, our 
newly generated data for R20 for several different values of the angle γ provided results, 
which are given briefly as follows.  The effect of K1 is destabilizing in the sense that R20 
decreases with increasing K1.  If K1≥0.095, then most of the solutions in the form of 
standing rectangles-steady rectangles are subcritical.  If K1≥0.065, then most of the 
solutions in the form of general-travelling rectangles-steady rectangles are subcritical.  A 
replacement for the figure 9 of R04 is Figure 15, which presents the transition boundary 
between subcritical and supercritical regimes for standing rectangles-steady rectangles in 
the (Gt, K1)-plane with G=1.25, K2=0.0.and for three different angles γ.  Each of the 
solution is supercritical in the region below its transition curve and subcritical in the 
region above its transition curve.  Hence, just below a transition curve for given Gt and 
K1, the corresponding solution may have very small positive R20 and may well be 
preferred over the other solutions.  A replacement for the figure 10 of R04 is Figure 16, 
which presents solid fraction versus z for a preferred supercritical solution in the form of 
standing rectangles-steady rectangles with γ=30°, G=1.25, Gt=0.5006, K1=0.075 and 
K2=0.0.  It is seen from this figure there is tendency for chimney formation at an up-flow 
center or an up-flow vertex, and such tendency is higher in the lower-half of the layer.  
However, there is tendency for solid dendrite formation at a down-flow center or a down-
flow vertex, and such tendency again is higher in the lower-half of the layer. 
 
Our present study for the values of Gt and K1 in the range 0.5001≤ Gt ≤0.534 and  
0.0≤ K1≤0.095 has detected many supercritical solutions with R10=0 that can compete 
with one another in the sense that their corresponding R20 values can be very close to one 
another for given values of the parameters.  However, for particular values of the 
parameters, it was possible to detect such solutions with the smallest possible values for 
their corresponding R20.  A replacement for the table 2 of R04 is the present Table 1, 
which presents new types of preferred supercritical mixed and simple (non-mixed) 
solutions, which correspond to the smallest value of R, for G=1.25, K2=0 and for different 
values of Gt and K1.  In particular, as can be seen from the table 1 for a number of cases, 
supercritical solutions in the form of oscillatory hexagons can be the new types of the 
preferred solutions.  
 
In regard to the stability of the finite-amplitude mixed solutions, the stability 
results for K1≠0 are essentially those already given in R04.  For K1=0, no subcritical 
solution with R10≠0 is possible and the only stable and preferred solution is that of 
simple-travelling rolls. 
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Finally, in section 5 of R04 the only two points that need to be updated are as 
follows.  For an ammonium chloride-water solution of the kind used in the experimental 
studies by Tait et al. (1992), Gt ≈0.52 can be relevant for a sufficiently thin layer.  In the 
present investigation of the vertical distribution of the solid fraction due to the mixed 
solution in the form of standing hexagons-steady hexagons in the subcritical down-
hexagonal state, we find tendency for the chimney formation at the cell nodes in whole 
depth of the mushy layer, which is in good agreement with the experimental results due 
to Tait et al. (1992)       
                 
6. Conclusion  
     We investigated the problem of nonlinear convection, due to oscillatory modes 
alone and also due to combined oscillatory and stationary modes, which are referred to as 
mixed modes, in horizontal mushy layers during the solidification of binary alloys.  For 
the oscillatory problem, we carried out finite-amplitude and stability investigations for 
different values of the permeability parameters K1 and K2.  We find that, depending on 
the values of the parameters, three-dimensional oscillatory solutions mostly in the form 
of simple-travelling rectangles or simple traveling hexagons can be the stable and 
preferred form of the flow solutions.  Our results about the vertical distribution of solid 
fraction for the hexagonal solutions indicated possible beneficial effect of the oscillatory 
modes to reduce the tendency for chimney formation within the mushy layer.  
 
 For the mixed problem, we revisited the work of R04 and determined some new 
and updated results that are based on a more exact value of π, which involves in the 
numerical evaluation of the already determined analytical expressions in R04.  For 
sufficiently small R or ε, the stable and preferred solution is found to be subcritical and 
composed of steady down-hexagonal mode and standing down-hexagonal mode.  
Depending on the values of the parameters, some new supercritical solutions, including 
oscillatory hexagons, were also predicted to be the preferred solutions for R beyond some 
value.  The present investigation of the vertical distribution of solid fraction for this 
solution indicates that over the whole depth of the mushy layer, there are tendencies for 
the chimney formation at the cell’s nodes and solid dendrite formation at the cell’s center.  
The present results for such solution provide for the first time the best possible agreement 
of the analytical results based on a mathematical model with the available experimental 
observation for such flow problem.   
  
Appendix  
     The system of equations and boundary conditions at order ε are given below 
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{∆2(-∇2V10+R00θ10+R10θ00)=K1{∇2(φ00∆2V00)+(∂/∂z)[(∂2V00/∂x∂z)(∂φ00/∂x)+(∂2V00 
/∂y∂z)(∂φ00/∂y)+π2V00(∂φ00/∂z)], 
∇2θ10+G(R00∆2V10+R10∆2V00+R00ΩV00.∇θ00)=0, 
S[(∂/∂t1)-(∂/∂z)]φ10+∇2θ10+R00∆2V10= -R10∆2V00-(Sω11/ω01)∂φ00/∂t1+R00ΩV00.∇θ00, 
V10=θ10=0   at   z =0, 
V10=θ10=φ10=0   at   z =1, 
where t1=ωt /ω01}.                        (A1) 
     The coefficient functions Blp(o) and Elp(o), which are introduced in (17a)-(17b), 
have the following expressions: 
 
(Blp(o), Elp(o))=(Blp(0), Elp(0))+(Blp(1), Elp(1))cos(2πz)+(Blp(2), Elp(2))sin(2πz)+(Blp(3), Elp(3)) 
cos(πz)exp[iω01Sp(z-1)]+(Blp(4), Elp(4))sin(πz)exp[iω01Sp(z-1)].     (A2a) 
Here 
(Blp(0), Elp(0))=(1, alp2√G)C1exp(rlp(1)z)+(1, alp2√G)C2exp(-rlp(1)z)+(1, -alp2√G)C3exp(rlp(2)  
 z)+(1, -alp2√G)C4exp(-rlp(2)z)+(1, -GR00)Llp(2)  for ψlp≠±1,      (A2b) 
where 
ψlp=al.ap /π2, alp2≡2π2(1+ψlp), rlp(1) ≡(alp2+√G R00 alp)0. 5, rlp(2)≡(alp2-√G R00 alp)0. 5, Llp(2) ≡i 
ω01K1Spπ3/[CG√G(π2-ω012)(alp2-GR002)], C1≡[Mlp(1)exp(-rlp(1))–Mlp(3)]/ [exp(rlp(1))-exp(-
rlp(1))], C2≡[Mlp(1)exp(rlp(1))-Mlp(3)]/[exp(rlp(1))-exp(-rlp(1))], C3≡[Mlp(2)exp(-rlp(2))-Mlp(4)] /[ 
exp(rlp(2))-exp(-rlp(2))], C4≡[Mlp(2)exp(rlp(2))-Mlp(4))]/[exp(rlp(2))-exp(-rlp(2))], Mlp(1)≡0.5[√G 
R00Llp(2)/ alp2 –Llp(2)+Llp(3)+Llp(4)], Llp(3)≡ -Blp(1)-Blp(3)exp(-iω01Sp), Llp(4)≡[-Elp(1)-Elp(3)exp(-
iω01Sp)]/ alp2, Mlp(2)≡0.5[-√G R00Llp(2)/alp2-Llp(2)+Llp(3)-Llp(4)], Mlp(3)≡0.5[√G R00Llp(2)/alp2-
Llp(2)+Llp(5)  + Llp(6)], Llp(5)≡ -Blp(1)+Blp(3), Llp(6)≡(-Elp(1)+Elp(3))/alp2, Mlp(4)≡0.5[-√G R00Llp(2)/ 
alp2-Llp(2)+ Llp(5)-Llp(6)];          (A2c) 
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Blp(0)=R00[alp2(Llp(6)-Llp(4))z3/6+alp2Llp(4)z2/2]+Llp(1)z2/2+{-Llp(3)-0.5Llp(1)-R00[alp2(Llp(6)-Llp(4) 
)/6+alp2Llp(4)/2]+Llp(5)}z+Llp(3) for ψlp= -1, Elp(0)=alp2(Llp(6)-Llp(4))z+alp2Llp(4) for ψlp= -1,  
                        (A2d) 
where 
 Llp(1)≡-iω01π3SpK1/[CG√G (π2-ω012)];        (A2e)          
Blp(0)=C5exp(rlp(1)z)+C6exp(-rlp(1)z)+C7 z+C8+0.25Llp(1)z  for ψlp=1, Elp(0)=2π√G[C5 
exp(rlp(1)z)+C6exp(-rlp(1)z)-C7 z-C8]-√G Llp(1)(0.5πz2+0.25/π)  for ψlp=1,    (A2f) 
where  
C5≡[Llp(8)-Llp(7)exp(-rlp(1))]/[exp(rlp(1))-exp(-rlp(1))], Llp(7)≡0.5Llp(3)+Llp(4)alp2/(4π√G)+Llp(1)  
/(16π2), Llp(8)≡0.5Llp(5)+Llp(6)alp2/(4π√G)-Llp(1) [1 /8-π√G /4-√G /(8π)], C6 ≡[Llp(7)exp(rlp(1)) 
-Llp(8)] /[exp(rlp(1))-exp(-rlp(1))], C7 ≡-C5exp(rlp(1))-C6exp(-rlp(1))-C8–0.25Llp(1)+Llp(5), C8 ≡-
Llp(7) + Llp(3);            (A2g) 
Blp(1)={-2iω01SpK1 π3/[CG√G(π2 -ω012)]}/{alp2+4π2-GR00alp2/(alp2+4π2)}, Elp(1)= -GR00alp2  
Blp(1)/(alp2+4π2);           (A2h) 
Blp(2)={π2(1-ψlp)-2K1π4(alp2+4π2)/[R00CG√G(π2-ω012)]}/{GR00alp2 -(alp2+4π2)2/R00}, 
 Elp(2)  =2K1π4/[R00CG√G(π2-ω012)]-(alp2+4π2)Blp(2)/R00;       (A2i) 
Elp(3)=Elp(4)=0 for ψlp= -1, Blp(3)= -iω01SpK1π3(ω012-5π2)/[CG√G (π2-ω012)3] for ψlp= -1, 
Blp(4)=K1π4(3π2+ω012)/[CG√G(π2-ω012)3]  for ψlp= -1;      (A2j) 
(Elp(3), Elp(4))=[(C9C13–C11C15), (C10C15–C9C12)]/(C10C13–C11C12) for ψlp≠ -1, (Blp(3), Blp(4)) 
={Elp(3)[(-alp2-π2-ω012), (-2iω01Spπ)]+Elp(4)[(2iω01Spπ), (-alp2-π2-ω012)]}/(GR00alp2) for ψlp≠ 
-1,             (A2k) 
where 
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C9≡iω01SpK1π3alp2/[CG√G(π2-ω012)], C10≡ C13≡ -alp2R00+[(alp2+π2+ω012)+4ω012π2]/GR00,  
C11≡ -4iω01Spπ(π2+ω012+alp2)/GR00 ≡ -C12, C14≡ -3K1π4alp2/[CG√G(π2-ω012)].            (A2l)  
     The coefficient functions fm+, fm-, gm+, gm- and flp(ij) (i, j =0, 1, 2) , which are given 
in (17), have the following expressions: 
 
fm+ ≡fm={-2π3ω11/[CG(π2-ω012)2]}{iSm[(π2+ω012)/π]sin(πz)+2ω01cos(πz)+[2ω01+iSm(z-
1)(π2 -ω012)]exp[iω01Sm (z-1)]}, fm-= fm*;      (A3a) 
gm+≡gm={-R10π/[C√G(π2-ω012)]}{πcos(πz)+iω01Smsin(πz)+πexp[iω01Sm(z-1)]}, gm- =gm*;  
                                                         (A3b) 
flp(ij)= -<Hlp(ij)exp(-hlp(ij)z)>1 exp(-hlp(ij)z)+<Hlp(ij)exp(hlp(ij)z)>z exp(-hlp(ij)z) (i, j=0, 1, 2), 
               (A3c) 
where 
<f>z ≡∫0 z fdz, <f>1 ≡∫01 fdz, (hlp(00), Hlp(00)) ≡{0, [R00 alp2Blp(s)-π2sin(2πz)(1-ψlp)/G]/C},  
(hlp(10), Hlp(10))≡{-iω01Sl, Hlp(00)}, (hlp(20), Hlp(20))≡{iω01Sl, Hlp(00)}, (hlp(01), Hlp(01))≡{-iω01Sp, 
[R00 alp2Blp(o)-π2sin(2πz)(1-ψlp)/G]/C}, (hlp(02), Hlp(02))≡{hlp(01)*, Hlp(01)*}, (hlp(11), Hlp(11))≡{-
iω01(Sl+Sp), Hlp(01)}, (hlp(12), Hlp(12))≡{-iω01(Sl–Sp), Hlp(01)*}, (hlp(21), Hlp(21))≡{hlp(12)*, Hlp(01) 
}, (hlp(22), Hlp(22))≡{hlp(11)*, Hlp(01)*}.                      (A3d) 
     The system of equations and boundary conditions at order ε2 is 
{∆2(-∇2V20+R00θ20+R20θ00)=∂/∂z[K1(ΩV00.∇φ10+ΩV10.∇φ00) + K2 ΩV00 .∇(φ002 )]+∇2[ K1 
(φ10∆2V00+φ00∆2V10)+K2φ002∆2V00], 
∇2θ20+G∆2(R00V20+R20V00)=GR00(ΩV00.∇θ10+ΩV10.∇θ00), 
S(∂/∂t1-∂/∂z)φ20+∆2(R00V20+R20V00)+∇2θ20= -(Sω21/ω01)(∂/∂t1)φ00- (Sω11/ω01 )(∂/∂t1)φ10+ 
R00(ΩV00.∇θ10+ΩV10.∇θ00), 
θ20=V20=0  at z =0, θ20=V20=φ20=0 at z =1}.          (A4) 
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     The solvability conditions for the system (A4) are reduced to the following 
equations: 
 
R20√Gπ(|An+|2+|An-|2)=∑l, p, m{[Elpm(1)(An+Am+Al+Ap+<ηn+ηm+ηl+ηp+>+An-Am+Al+Ap+ <ηn- ηm+ 
ηl+ηp+>)+Elpm(2)(An+Am-Al+Ap+<ηn+ηm-ηl+ηp+>+An-Am-Al+Ap+<ηn-ηm- ηl+ηp+>)+Elpm(3)(An+ 
Am+Al+Ap-<ηn+ηm+ηl+ηp->+An-Am+Al+Ap-<ηn- ηm+ηl+ηp->)+Elpm(4)(An+Am-Al+Ap- <ηn+ ηm- ηl+ 
ηp->+An-Am-Al+Ap-<ηn-ηm- ηl+ηp->)+Elpm(5)(An+Am+Al-Ap+<ηn+ηm+ηl- ηp+>+An-Am+Al-Ap+<ηn- 
ηm+ηl- ηp+>)+Elpm(6)(An+Am-Al-Ap+<ηn+ηm- ηl- ηp+>+An-Am-Al-Ap+<ηn- ηm- ηl- ηp+>)+ Elpm(7) 
(An+Am+Al-Ap-<ηn+ηm+ηl- ηp->+An-Am+Al-Ap-<ηn- ηm+ηl- ηp->)+Elpm(8)(An+ Am-Al-Ap-<ηn+ηm- 
ηl- ηp->+An-Am-Al-Ap-<ηn- ηm- ηl- ηp->)]}, (n= -N, ...,-1, 1, ..., N).                                 (A5a)                       
Here the coefficient Elpm(i)(i=1, ..., 8) given in (A5a) have the following expressions: 
Elpm(1)=K1π2(ψml+ψmp)<cos2(πz)flp(11)>-0.5K1π<sin(2πz)(dflp(11)/dz)>+K1√Gπ2(ψml+ψmp  ) 
<cos(πz)Blp(o)fm>-K1√G alp2 <cos(πz)Blp(o)(dfm/dz)>+2K2 π2ψlp<cos2(πz)fmfp>- K2 π<sin (2π 
z)fm(dfp/dz)>-K1<sin(πz)(d2/dz2 –alpm2)[sin(πz)flp(11)]>-(K1√G/π)<sin(πz)(d2/dz2 –alpm2  
)(Blp(o)fm)>-K2<sin(πz)(d2/dz2–alpm2)[sin(πz)flfp]>+0.5√Gπ2R00(ψml+ψmp)<sin(2πz)Elp(o)> -
√G πR00<sin2(πz)(dElp(o)/dz)>-GR00 π2(ψml+ψmp)<sin2(πz)(dBlp(o)/dz)>+0.5GR00 πalp2  < 
sin(2πz)Blp(o)>, alpm2≡2π2(1.5+ψlp+ψlm+ψpm);                  (A5b) 
the expression for Elpm(2) has the same form as the one given in (A9c), provided fm is 
replaced by fm*; the expression for Elpm(3) has the same form as the one given in (A9c), 
provided flp(11), Blp(o), Elp(o) and fp are replaced, respectively, by flp(12), Blp(o)*, Elp(o)* and fp*; 
the expression for Elpm(4) is the same as the one for Elpm(3), provided fm is replaced by fm*; 
the expression for Elpm(5) is the same as the one for Elpm(1), provided flp(11) and fl are 
replaced, respectively by flp(21) and fl*; the expression for Elpm(6) is the same as the one for 
Elpm(5), provided fm is replaced by fm*; the expression for Elpm(7) is the same as the one for 
Elpm(5), provided flp(21), Blp(o), Elp(o) and fp are replaced, respectively, by flp(22), Blp(o)*, Elp(o)* 
and fp*; the expression for Elpm(8) is the same as the one for Elpm(7), provided fm is replaced 
by fm*.  
  
     The expressions for the coefficients Tnm(oi)(i=1, ..., 8), which were introduced in 
(19a), are given below 
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Tnm(o1)=E(1)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(1)-m,-n,m+E(1)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(1)-m.-n,m +E(1)-n,-m,m +E(1)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6a) 
Tnm(o2)=E(2)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(2)-m,-n,m +E(2)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(2)-m,-n,m +E(2)-n,-m,m +E(5)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6b)  
Tnm(o3)=E(3)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(3)-m,-n,m +E(5)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(3)-m,-n,m +E(5)-n,-m,m +E(2)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6c) 
Tnm(o4)=E(4)-m,-n,m δnm+(E(4)-m,-n,m +E(6)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(4)-m,-n,m +E(6)-n,-m, +E(6)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6d) 
Tnm(o5)=E(5)-m,-n,m δnm+(E(5)-m,-n,m +E(3)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(5)-m,-n,m +E(3)-n,-m,m +E(3)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6e) 
Tnm(o6)=E(6)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(6)-m,-n,m +E(4)-n,-m,m)δn,-m+(E(6)-m,-n,m +E(4)-n,-m,m +E(7)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),             (A6f) 
Tnm(o7)=E(7)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(7)-m,-n,m +E(7)-n,-m,m)δn,-m+(E(7)-m,-n,m +E(7)-n,-m,m +E(4)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6g) 
Tnm(o8)=E(8)-m,-n,m δnm +(E(8)-m,-n,m +E(8)-n,-m,m)δn,-m +(E(8)-m,-n,m +E(8)-n,-m,m +E(8)m,-m,-n)(1-δnm  ) 
(1-δn,-m),            (A6h) 
where 
                   δnm=1  for  n=m  and  0  for  n≠m.       (A6i) 
     The stability system is given below 
∇2[εφ′(d/dφ)K(φ )∆2V+K(φ)∆2V′]+(∂/∂z){εΩV.∇[φ′(d/dφ )K(φ )]+ΩV′.∇K(φ )}-R∆2θ′ =0, 
                        (A7a) 
(∂/∂t+σ-δ∂/∂z)(-θ′ +Sφ′/δ)+R(dθB/dz)∆2V′+∇2θ′ =εR(ΩV.∇θ′ +ΩV′.∇θ),    (A7b) 
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(∂/∂t+σ-δ∂/∂z)[(-1+φB)θ′+θBφ′ +εφθ′+εφ′θ-Cφ′/δ]+R(dθB/dz)∆2V′=εR(ΩV.∇θ′+ 
 ΩV′.∇θ),            (A7c) 
    V′ = θ′ =0  at  z =0,       (A7d) 
            V′= θ′ =φ′ =0  at  z =1.       (A7e) 
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 .000 .015 .025 .035 .045 .055 .065 .075 .085 .095 
.5001 4(o) 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 12(o) 3(.3o) 7d(o) 9d(.4o) 6(.1) 5(o) 
.5006 4(o) 4(o) 12(.1o) 10(o) 12(.4) 7d(o) 9c(.4o) 9b 5 5(o) 
.501 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 7d(o) 7d(o) 3(.3o) 9c(.4o) 7a(o) 5 5(o) 
.502 4(o) 10(o) 7b(o) 7b(o) 9b(.3o) 3(.3o) 9c(.2o) 7a(o) 6(.1) 5(o) 
.504 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 7d 10(o) 3(.3o) 12(.4o) 7a(o) 12(.2o) 5(o) 
.505 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 9d(.3o) 9c(.3o) 7a(o) 6(.3o) 5(o) 
.507 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 12(.4o) 9c(.3o) 4(o) 8b(o) 5(o) 
.509 4(o) 10(o) 7d(o) 7d(o) 10(o) 7c(o) 11(o) 4(o) 8b(o) 5(o) 
.512 4(o) 10(o) 7d(o) 10(o) 10(o) 2(o) 7d(o) 9b(.3o) 9b(.3o) 8a(o)
.515 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 7d 10(o) 7d(o) 9c(.1o) 9d(.1o) 6(.4) 5(o) 
.518 4(o) 1(o) (o) 7d 10(o) 7d(o) 7a 8d(o) 6(.3o) 5(o) 
.522 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 9d(.4) 7c(o) 12(.3o) 7b 8d(o) 6(.3o) 5(o) 
.525 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 9c(.3) 10(o) 12(.3o) 7b 8d(o) 3(.4o) 5(o) 
.530 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 7b(o) 11(o) 4 8a(o) 5(o) 
.534 4(o) 4(o) 10(o) 10(o) 10(o) 7a(o) 9b(.3) 8d(o) 2(o) 5(o) 
 
Table 1. Preferred supercritical solutions for G=1.25, K2=0 and different values of Gt and  
K1.  Here a simple (non-mixed) oscillatory solution is designated by ‘(o)’, and the rest of 
the notations are the same as those used in R04 for mixed types of solution.  The first 
column and the first row present, respectively, the values of Gt and K1.  The value of the 
parameter b for the general traveling component of a preferred solution is given in 
parentheses.   The subscripts, a, b, c and d present, respectively, the angles γ=15°, 30°, 
50° and 70°. 
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Figure 1. R20 versus C (S=0.25C) for the oscillatory solution in the form of simple-
travelling hexagons.  Here the graphs are for K2=0 and for three different values of 
K1=0.045 (solid line), 0.065 (dashed line) and 0.085 (dotted line). 
 
 
 
    
 
Figure 2. Solid fraction versus z for the oscillatory solution in the form of a preferred 
standing hexagons with ε=0.001, C=0.1565, S=0.25C, K1=0.085 and K2=0.  Here the 
solid line, dashed line and dotted line present the basic solid fraction φB, φ(x=y=t=0) and  
φ(x=4/3, y=t=0), respectively. 
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Figure 3. The same as the figure 2 but half period of oscillation later. 
                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
Figure 4. R20 versus C (S=0.25C) for the oscillatory solutions in the form of simple-
travelling rolls (solid line), standing rolls (dashed line) and general-travelling rolls with 
b=0.3 (dotted line).  The graphs are for K1=0.065 and K2=0.05. 
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Figure 5. R20 versus C (S=0.25C) for the oscillatory solution in the form of simple-
travelling squares for K2=0 and three values of K1=0.025 (solid line), 0.045 (dashed line) 
and 0.065 (dotted line). 
 
  
 
 
    
Figure 6. R20 versus C (S=0.25C)  for the oscillatory solutions in the form of simple-
travelling rectangles with three values of the angle γ=70° (solid line), 30° (dashed line) 
and 15° (dotted line).  The graphs are for K1=0.045 and K2=0. 
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Figure 7. R20 versus C (S=0.25C) for the oscillatory solutions in the form of simple-
travelling rolls (solid line), simple-travelling rectangles with γ=70° (dashed line) and 
simple-travelling hexagons (dotted line).  The graphs are for K1=0.025 and K2=0. 
 
 
 
                   
Figure 8. The frequency ω11 versus Gt. 
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Figure 9. The critical values of the scaled Rayleigh number Rc(o) (solid line) and Rc(s) 
(dashed line) versus  for G=1.25, K1=1.0 and δ=0.2.                                                        
                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            
                                            
Figure 10. Rn versus Gt for subcritical flow in the form of subcritical standing down-
hexagons-steady down-hexagons.  Here the graphs are for G=1.25, K2=0 and three values 
of K1=0.0157 (solid line), 0.0251 (dotted line) and 0.0314 (dash-dot-dot line).                                                 
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        Figure 11. The same as in figure 10 but for ω11. 
 
 
 
 
     
Figure 12. Solid fraction versus z for the preferred solution in the form of subcritical 
standing down-hexagons-steady down hexagons with ε=-0.001, G=1.25, Gt=0.502, K1 
=0.0157 and K2=0.  Here the dotted line, dashed line and solid line present the basic solid 
fraction φB, φ(x=y=0, t=0.5) and φ(x=4/3, y=0, t=0.5), respectively.                                                       
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 Figure 13. The same as in the figure 12 but for the up-hexagonal state (ε=0.001). 
 
 
 
 
 
     
        Figure 14. Transition boundary between subcritical and supercritical regimes for 
standing rolls-steady rolls in (Gt, K1)-plane with G=1.25.  Here dotted line, solid line and 
dash-dot-dot line present the cases of K2=0.0, 0.001 and 0.002, respectively.   
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Figure 15. Transition boundary between subcritical and supercritical regimes for 
standing rectangles-steady rectangles in (Gt, K1)-plane with G=1.25 and K2=0.  Here solid 
line, dotted line and dash-dot-dot line present the cases of γ=90° (squares), 56° and 50°, 
respectively.                                                        
 
 
 
 
  
     
     Figure 16. Solid fraction versus z for the solution in the form of standing rectangles-
steady rectangles with γ=30°, G=1.25, Gt=0.5006, K1=0.075 and K2=0.  Here dotted line, 
dashed line (±) and solid line (±) present the basic solid fraction φB, φ(x= y = t=0, ε= ± 
0.001) and φ(x=1.035, y=3.863, t=1.0, ε= ±0.001), respectively. 
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